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An accurate prediction of transition onset behind an isolated roughness element has not yet been established. This is

particularly important in hypersonic flow,where transition is accompanied by increased surface heating. In the present

contribution, a number of direct numerical simulations have been performed of a Mach 6 boundary layer over a flat

plate with isolated roughness elements. The effects of roughness shape, planform, ramps, and freestream disturbance

levels on instability growthand transitiononset are investigated. It is found that the frontal shapehas a large effect on the

transition onset, which is in agreement with previous studies, whereas the roughness element planform has a marginal

influence. A new result is that the roughness shape in the streamwise direction (in particular, the aft section) is also an

important characteristic, since an elementwith a ramped-down aft section allows the detached shear layer to spread out

and weaken, leading to a lower instability growth rate. Above a critical value, the instability growth rate is found to be

correlated with the amplitude of the low-speed streak formed by the roughness element, suggesting that a more

physically based transition criterion should take account of the local liftup effect of the particular roughness shape.

Nomenclature

Ast = streak amplitude
a = disturbance amplitude
by = stretching factor
Cp = specific heat at constant pressure
Cv = specific heat at constant volume
cf = skin-friction coefficient
c1;2;3;4 = constants
D = roughness diameter
E = total energy
e = disturbance energy
F = nondimensional frequency
I e = integrated disturbance energy
k = roughness height
L = length
Lsep = separation length
M = Mach number
N = number of grid points
Pr = Prandtl number
p = pressure
Q = second invariant; momentum deficit
q = heat flux vector
R = universal gas constant
Re = Reynolds number
Syz = roughness projected frontal area
S� = Sutherland’s temperature
T = temperature
t = time
U∞ = freestream velocity
u, v, w = streamwise, wall-normal, and spanwise velocities
us = shear magnitude
W = roughness width

w = local roughness width
β = spanwise wave number
γ = ratio of specific heats
δij = Kronecker delta function
δ0 = displacement-layer thickness
δ99 = boundary-layer thickness
λ = thermal conductivity
μ = dynamic viscosity
ρ = density
τij = viscous stress tensor
ϕ = phase
ω = circular frequency

Subscripts

r = reference value
x, y, z = streamwise, wall-normal, and spanwise components

Superscripts

^ = coordinate relative to plate leading edge
� = dimensional variable
~ = coordinate relative to roughness center
0 = fluctuation with respect to base flow

I. Introduction

T RANSITION from laminar to turbulent flow has been an active
field of research for several decades. The various mechanisms

that can lead to boundary-layer transition in incompressible flows
are reasonably well understood, owing to the large number of
experiments and numerical analyses performed since the 1950s. The
traditional “natural” path to transition involves small-amplitude
primary unstable disturbances entering the boundary layer through a
receptivity process and following a linear instability process until
they reach a sufficiently high amplitude to provoke secondary
instabilities, which generate structures that subsequently break down
into turbulence. When the freestream environment is noisier (i.e., an
environment that contains disturbances that have a high enough
amplitude to bypass this traditional path), different mechanisms
will be responsible for the transition to turbulence. The presence
of surface curvature and surface roughness, either distributed or
isolated, can also have a great influence on the transition process. An
extensive review of the different paths to transition in incompressible
flow is given by Reshotko [1].
Roughness-induced transition is of crucial importance in the

design of hypersonic vehicles, since surface roughness generally
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promotes early transition; and the resulting increased skin friction
and aerothermal heating might be catastrophic if transition is
incorrectly predicted. For example, transition on the space shuttle
orbiter during reentry occurred usually up to aMach number of eight
[2], but protruding gap fillers were found to act as discrete surface
roughness and promote transition at higherMach numbers [3], which
might bring the aerothermal surface heating of the vehicle outside its
allowable envelope. Even though roughness-induced transition in
high-speed flows is of such importance, the mechanisms responsible
for it are only partially understood and prediction of transition
still relies mainly on engineering correlations from flight-test data
and wind-tunnel experiments. These correlations have limited
applicability outside the range (vehicle geometry, flight conditions,
etc.) forwhich theywere developed and do not give an insight into the
physical processes of roughness-induced transition. Transition to
turbulence is highly affected by the level and type of freestream
disturbances, which has made it difficult to give accurate predictions
of in-flight transition (where the disturbance environment is
relatively quiet) by means of experiments in generally noisy wind
tunnels. Only quiet wind tunnels [4], designed specifically for high-
speed transition experiments, provide useful transition data to cor-
relate with flight-test results; and experiments can be performed that
give a better understanding of the physicalmechanisms of roughness-
induced transition. However, quiet wind tunnels are also limited,
since they cannot match full-scale flight conditions of the Reynolds
number, Mach number, and enthalpy. Therefore, it is currently
impossible to reproduce full hypersonic flight conditions in a single
ground-test facility. Direct numerical simulations (DNSs) can also be
used to study the roughness-induced transition process and make it
possible to obtain data and measurements that would not be possible
using wind-tunnel experiments. Due to the high computational cost,
however, DNSs of high-speed roughness-induced transition have
only been performed recently, e.g., Marxen and Iaccarino [5],
Choudhari et al. [6], Redford et al. [7], Groskopf et al. [8], Bernardini
et al. [9], andDeTullio and Sandham [10], among others. DNShas its
own set of limitations (e.g., the potential dependency on grid quality
and numerical dissipation, and the need to prescribe an external
forcing or noise source). Due to the high computational cost,
the Reynolds numbers commonly obtained in flight cannot yet be
simulated using DNS.
Surface roughness can be classified as isolated or distributed.

Early attempts to confirm a Tollmien–Schlichting (T-S) mechanism,
known to be of importance for transition behind two-dimensional
surface roughness, for the transition due to three-dimensional
distributed roughness proved fruitless [11]. A process distinct from
the two-dimensional T-S instability mechanism is needed to explain
the rapid growth of disturbances observed even in regimes tra-
ditionally considered subcritical. Reshotko and Tumin [12] used
wind-tunnel and ballistic test data for hypersonic zero-pressure
gradient and stagnation flows combined with computations of the
linearized Navier–Stokes equations and presented a model for
transition due to distributed roughness that uses transient growth as
the governing mechanism. They proposed that transient growth
might be an explanation for early transition observed over distributed
roughness elements.
Groskopf et al. [13] performed DNS and spatial biglobal analysis

of Mach 4.8 flow over a three-dimensional isolated roughness
element and found that, although absolute instabilities could occur at
the recirculation zones around the roughness element, it is the trailing
vortices and streaks generated behind the isolated roughness element
that lead to strong convective instabilities in the shear layer above the
streaks. The shear layers in thewake of the roughness can sustain two
types of instabilities: sinuous (sometimes called odd or anti-
symmetric), associated with the detached wall-normal shear layer;
and varicose (or even/symmetric) modes concentrated near the
regions of high spanwise shear at the sides. Varicose modes are
usually more unstable [14,15] than sinuous modes, but it is not
completely understood how they depend on the roughness geometry
and flow conditions. Choudhari et al. [6] found that, for lower
roughness height, the sinuous modes were dominant, whereas the
varicosemodes becamedominant for a roughness elementwith larger

height. Wall cooling at Mach 3 and 6 was found to have a stabilizing
influence [7,9], which was explained in work by De Tullio and
Sandham [10] as a stabilization of thewakemodes. The experimental
measurement of roughness wake instability at hypersonic speed is
difficult, due to the high structural loads on measurement probes,
and not many studies have been published that cross validate experi-
mental and numerical results of hypersonic wake instability. The first
experimental detection of hypersonic wake instability was presented
byWheaton and Schneider [16], who studied theMach 6 flow behind
a cylindrical roughness element and found the instability to be
largest away from the roughness centerline. Subbareddy et al. [17]
performed DNS approximately matching the experimental con-
ditions of Wheaton and Schneider [16], and they confirmed some of
the experimental findings.
To predict whether or not roughness will cause transition,

engineering correlations based on wind-tunnel experiments and
flight-test data are still used. A good review and historical overview
of the transition correlations commonly used are given by Reda [18].
Traditionally, a critical Reynolds number Rekk (sometimes denoted
byRek), based on roughness height k and flow parameters at height k
in the undisturbed flow, has been used as a transition criterion.
Originally developed for incompressible roughness-induced tran-
sition, the performance ofRekk as a transition criterion diminishes for
high-speed flow; and laminar cases have been reported with a
Reynolds number Rekk well above the critical values often quoted in
literature [9]. Redford et al. [7] investigated compressibility effects
on roughness-induced transition at Mach 3 and Mach 6 and found
they could separate the subcritical and transitional cases using a
critical Reynolds numberRekk dependent on theMach number in the
surrounding boundary layer at the roughness height Mk and wall
temperatureTw. Theyproposed amap ofMkT∞∕Tw againstRekk, for
which the dividing line between laminar and transitional simulations
was given by

MkT∞∕Tw � 3�Rekk − 300�∕700 (1)

Bernardini et al. [9] modified Redford et al.’s [7] transition map
and used a modified transition Reynolds number Rekw (sometimes
denoted by Rek� ), for which the reference viscosity was taken at the
wall instead of at the roughness height. In the modified transition
map, the critical line would be independent ofMkT∞∕Tw, and thus a
constant value. The inherent flaw of these roughness criteria is that
they do not take into account the roughness geometry or freestream
disturbance environment in any way. In an effort to overcome
the former drawback, a roughness Reynolds number based on
momentum deficit was presented by Bernardini et al. [19], which
included the roughness frontal shape and aspect ratio. If a
mechanism-based transition criterion is to be sought, however, the
effect of the full roughness geometry and disturbance environment
needs to be considered.
In the current work, a number of DNSs have been performed of a

Mach 6 boundary layer over a flat plate with isolated roughness
elements. A variety of roughness elements are considered, with the
aim of investigating the effect of roughness shape, roughness plan-
form, and ramps on the instability growth in thewake and the onset of
transition downstream. Also, the role of the freestream disturbance
amplitude on instability growth and transition is discussed. An
attempt has been made to correlate the growth rate of the roughness
wake instabilities with characteristics of the liftup mechanism
induced by the roughness elements.

II. Numerical Method and Setup

A. Governing Equations

The equations governing the problem in this work are the
compressible Navier–Stokes equations for a Newtonian fluid with
viscosity μ, which are obtained by imposing conservation of mass,
momentum, and energy. In dimensionless form, and in a Cartesian
reference system, they can be written as
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∂ρ
∂t
�

∂ρuj
∂xj
� 0

∂ρui
∂t
�

∂ρuiuj
∂xj

� ∂p
∂xi
�

∂τij
∂xj

∂ρE
∂t
� ∂�ρE� p�ui

∂xi
� −

∂qi
∂xi
�

∂uiτij
∂xj

(2)

The symmetric viscous stress tensor τij is defined as

τij �
μ

Re

�
∂uj
∂xi
� ∂ui

∂xj
−
2

3

∂uk
∂xk

δij

�
(3)

where δij is the Kronecker delta function defined as δij � 1 for i � j
and δij � 0 for i ≠ j.
The properties of the fluid and the components of the heat flux

vector qj are calculated considering the equation of state and the
Fourier’s law of heat conduction, given, respectively, by

p � �γ − 1�
�
ρE −

1

2
ρuiui

�
� 1

γM2
∞
ρT (4)

and

qj � −
μ

�γ − 1�M2
∞PrRe

∂T
∂xj

(5)

The nondimensional parameters involved in the calculations are
the Reynolds numberRe, Prandtl numberPr,Mach numberM∞, and
ratio of specific heats γ, defined as

Re � ρ�r u
�
r l
�
r

μ�r
; Pr �

C�pμ
�
r

λ�r
;

M∞ �
u�r��������������
γR�T�r
p ; γ �

C�p
C�v

(6)

where C�p and C�v are the specific heats at constant pressure and
constant volume,R� is the specific gas constant, and λ� is the thermal
conductivity. Note that the subscript r refers to reference values,
whereas the asterisks (�) denote dimensional variables. The specific
heat ratio and Prandtl number are assumed constant and are set to
γ � 1.4 and Pr � 0.72, respectively.
The reference values for velocity u�r , density ρ�r , temperature T�r ,

and dynamic viscosity μ�r are taken at the freestream. In the present
work, the reference length l�r is taken as the inlet displacement
thickness δ�0 of the imposed laminar similarity profile. The principal
nondimensional variables are defined as follows:

t � t
�u�r
l�r

; xi �
x�i
l�r
; ρ � ρ�

ρ�r
; ui �

u�i
u�r

(7)

p � p�

ρ�r u
�2
r

; E � E�

u�2r
; T � T

�

T�r
; μ � μ�

μ�r
(8)

The molecular viscosity of a Newtonian fluid is computed using
Sutherland’s law:

μ � T3
2
1� S�∕T�r
T � S�∕T�r

(9)

where S� � 110.4 K is the Sutherland reference temperature,
and T�r � 273.15 K.

B. Details of the Direct Numerical Simulation Solver

Direct numerical simulations are performed using an in-house
DNS code that has been validated extensively (Redford et al. [7] and
Touber and Sandham [20], among others). The governing equations
are discretized onto a structured grid, and a fourth-order central
difference method is used to compute the spatial derivatives at the
interior points of the computational domain; whereas at the
boundaries of the domain, the stable boundary treatment of Carpenter
et al. [21] is applied to ensure overall fourth-order accuracy. The
third-order low-storage Runge–Kutta routine ofWray [22] is used for
time stepping. To improve the stability of the nondissipative central
scheme, an entropy splitting approach (see Sandham et al. [23] for
details of the implementation) is used, which splits the inviscid flux
derivatives into conservative and nonconservative parts. The viscous
and heat conduction terms of the Navier–Stokes equations are
formulated in their Laplacian form to avoid odd–even decoupling
commonly associated with central difference schemes. A total-
variation-diminishing shock capturing scheme, coupled with the
Ducros et al. [24] sensor and the artificial compressionmethod ofYee
et al. [25], is implemented to handle shocks and contact dis-
continuities while minimizing the numerical dissipation.

C. Computational Domain and Grid

The geometry under consideration is a flat plate with an isolated
roughness element placed at a finite distance from the leading edge.A
schematic of the numerical domain and setup is shown in Fig. 1. The
computational domain has periodic boundary conditions (BCs) at the
spanwise boundaries, an isothermal no-slip condition at thewall, and
characteristic boundary conditions at the top and outflow boundaries
to avoid unwanted reflections. The flow is initialized with a
compressible laminar similarity profile. This profile is normalized
such that the laminar displacement thickness at the domain inflow δ�0
is unity and grows according to

δ��x̂��
δ�0
� Δ

�������������
2Rex̂�
p

Reδ�
0

(10)

with

Rex̂� �
1

2

�
Reδ�

0

Δ

�
2

� Reδ�
0

x�

δ�0
(11)

(cf. [26]), where x̂� is the dimensional streamwise coordinate in a
reference frame starting from the plate leading edge; and Δ is a

BC

BC

BC

Fig. 1 Schematic of the numerical domain used in the DNS, illustrating the position of the isolated roughness element and the applied boundary
conditions.
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scaling factor, dependent on Mach number and wall temperature,
which is equal to Δ � 9.071 in the current work. The Reynolds
number based on the inflow displacement thickness is Reδ�

0
�

14; 000. The inflow is specified, with the exception of the pressure
(which is linearly extrapolated from inside the domain in the subsonic
region of the boundary layer, whereas in the supersonic region of the
inflow, all the flow variables are fixed).
Different types of forcing can be used to trigger instabilities in the

boundary layer, e.g., freestream turbulence, boundary-layer blowing
and suction, entropy spots, acoustic waves, etc. Since it was shown in
work by De Tullio [15] that acoustic disturbances are more effective
than vortical or entropy disturbances at generating boundary-layer
instabilities, acoustic disturbances are introduced in the freestream in
the present study,with a source placed at streamwise andwall-normal
positions xf � 12.0 and yf � 6.0 according to

s�x; t� � a exp�−r2�
XM
m�0

XN
n�1

cos�βmz� ϕm� sin�ωnt� ϕn�

(12)

with amplitude a and coordinate r �
��������������������������������������������
�x − xf�2 � �y − yf�2

q
. The

spanwisewave number is defined as βm � 2πm∕Lz, and frequency is
ωn � 2πnF0 with F0 � 0.02. The acoustic source has a broadband
spectrum with M � 20 spanwise modes and N � 20 temporal
modes to mimic the broadband nature of acoustic fluctuations
originating from turbulent boundary layers, commonly present on
wind-tunnel walls during experiments. The lower and upper bounds
of the frequency and spanwise wave number range of the forcing
govern, respectively, the simulation integration time of statistical
quantities and the required grid resolution. The upper bound is
selected so that the smallest wavelength of the forcing can be
adequately resolved on the computational grid, whereas the lower
bound is selected so as to limit the computational expense of the
simulations. Random phases ϕm and ϕn are introduced to avoid large
spikes in the imposed forcing. The acoustic disturbances are
implemented by adding the forcing term s to the continuity equation.
An isolated roughness element is placed at the domain’s spanwise

centerline, with the roughness center located at a distance xr � 53
from the inflow, corresponding to Rex̂�r � 1.933 × 106 based on a
reference frame starting from the plate leading edge. The roughness
elements investigated are continuous (i.e., described by a smooth
analytical function), such that a single-block body-fitted grid can be
used. To ensure sufficient grid points near the roughness element,
while keeping the computational expense reasonable, the numerical
grid is stretched in the streamwise and spanwise directions. The grid
consists of regions of constant grid spacing (a fine grid near the
roughness element and a coarser grid near the domain boundaries)
connected by ninth-order polynomials, such that the stretching
function is C4 continuous. In the wall-normal direction, the grid is
stretched to ensure the boundary layer is sufficiently resolved. The
stretching function between the uniform computational grid
(0 < η < 1) and the nonuniform physical grid (y0 < y < Ly) is given
by

y � y0 � �Ly − y0�
sinh�byη�
sinh�by�

(13)

where by is the stretching factor.
The details of the numerical domain and grid are summarized in

Table 1. Note that the computational setup, except for the roughness
shape and number of grid points, was taken to be the same as the setup
of De Tullio and Sandham [10]. The grid size was taken to be at least
as fine as their grid, for which a comprehensive grid study was
performed. The current grid also contains more grid points in each
direction than the grid used in the comparable Mach 6 simulations of
Redford et al. [7]. For cases where transition is observed, the worst
cases are Δx� � 6.5, Δz� � 7.0, and Δy� < 1.2 for the first cell
above thewall. Note that these values are computed at a location with
a localized peak in friction velocity, and most of the values are well
below these worst-case values.

A sketch of the computational mesh at the roughness centerline is
shown in Fig. 2a to illustrate the grid stretching along the domain, and
another is shown in Fig. 2b to illustrate the body-fitted grid around the
(flat-top) roughness elements.

D. Characterization of the Roughness Element

Two elemental roughness shapes are considered: the smooth bump
used in the work of Redford et al. [7] and a roughness shape with a
more flattened top, using a definition very similar to the roughness of
Marxen and Iaccarino [5]. The former roughness element is defined
as

y0� ~x; ~z� � −c1
�
tanh

� ����������������
~x2 � ~z2

p

c2
− 1

�
� tanh

�
−

����������������
~x2 � ~z2

p

c2
− 1

��
(14)

where y0 is the y coordinate of the grid point at the wall. In this
equation, ~x and ~z are the coordinates relative to the roughness center.
In these equations, c1 and c2 are defined as

c1 �
c3
2

�
1� cos

�
j

Ny
π

��
; c2 � c4

�
1� c5

j − 1

Ny − 1

�

with Ny as the number of grid points in the wall-normal direction,
j � 1; 2; : : : Ny, and the constants c3 � 0.6565, c4 � 2.28478, and
c5 � 6. The constants are defined so as to have a roughness height of
k � 1.0 and a frontal area of Syz � 6.0. A three-dimensional
visualization of the roughness element, and its projection on the xy
and zy planes, is shown in Fig. 3a.
To quantify the effect of the roughness shape on transition, a

different function defining the roughness geometry is used that gives
direct control on the slope of the roughness element’s sides, its width,
and its maximum height. This function is defined as

y0� ~x� � −
k

2 tanh�S�W∕k��

×
�
tanh

�
S

k

�
2 ~x −W

��
� tanh

�
S

k
�−2 ~x −W�

��
(15)

where k is the roughness height at ~x � 0, and W is defined as the
distance between the spanwise locations with the maximum slope. S
is defined as S � cot�S��, with S� in the range 0 < S� < π∕2. The
variable S� can be seen as a smoothness factor, which controls the
slope of the roughness sides. In the limit of S� → 0, the roughness
becomes a sharp-edged element with 90 deg sides, that is the same
as the “pizza-box” roughness element of De Tullio and Sandham
[10]; whereas for increasingly large values of S�, the roughness
will become more smooth and bumplike. In the current work, the
smoothness factor is set to S� � π∕4 and W � 6.0, except where
mentioned otherwise. Note that the roughness type that follows
from this formula will be called a flat-top roughness element
hereafter.
Flat-top roughness elements with different planform shapes can be

obtained by combination or modification of this roughness function.

For example, y0� ~r� with the radius from the roughness center ~r �����������������
~x2 � ~y2

p
will result in a cylindrical roughness element. The product

Table 1 Details of the computational grid

Parameter Value

Lx × Ly × Lz 300 × 20 × 50
Nx × Ny × Nz 2415 × 205 × 468
y stretching by 3.19
Δxa [0.15, 0.05, 0.135]
Δzb [0.04, 0.15]

aValues of Δx indicate the grid spacing upstream, near the roughness and

downstream.
bValue of Δz indicates that the grid is finer in the region near the roughness.
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of y0� ~x� and y0� ~z�, with ~x and ~z denoting the streamwise and
spanwise coordinates relative to the roughness center, yields a
roughness element with a square planform. Rotating the flat-top
square 45 deg and scaling its width by a factor of

���
2
p

yields the flat-
top roughness element with a diamond-shaped planform. Cylindrical
flat-top roughness elements with heights of k � 1.0 and k � 0.5 are
visualized in Figs. 3b and 3c, respectively.
A third type of roughness element (namely, ramped up or ramped

down) has been investigated. These roughness elements are a
combination of the smooth bump and flat-top definition in the
streamwise direction, whereas the flat-top definition is used in the
spanwise direction. The rampup case is defined as a smooth bump
element (with c4 � 6.85434) for ~x ≤ 0 and a flat-top element for
~x > 0: and vice versa for the rampdown case. Three-dimensional
visualizations of the rampup and rampdown roughness elements are
shown in Figs. 3d and 3e, respectively.

E. Details of the Simulated Cases

Details of the 10 simulated roughness cases are given in Table 2.
The naming of the roughness cases follows the following convention.
The first letter signifies the wall temperature. Note that, in the current
work, only hot wall (denoted H) results are discussed, and the
wall temperature Tw for these cases is set to the adiabatic wall
temperature. The symbol after this first letter indicates the roughness
shape: smooth bump (⊗), cylindrical (○), square (□), or diamond-
shaped (⋄) flat-top roughness elements; and the rampup and
rampdown elements are indicated by △ and , respectively. The flat-
top roughness element with height k � 0.5 is indicated with the
symbol •, and the flat-top with width W � 3.0 is indicated with
the symbol . Note that these symbols are also used as markers in the
figures of this work to allow for an easy distinction between the
results of different cases. The number that follows the roughness
shape designation indicates the roughness height k. Except for the

a) Stretched grid in streamwise and wall-normal direction. Note that only every 10th grid line is shown

b) Close-up of the grid around the roughness elements

Fig. 2 Sketch of the computational grid.

Fig. 3 Three-dimensional visualizations of the roughness elements in the numerical simulations.
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case with small flat-top roughness element , all cases
have a roughness height of k � 1.0. The last part of the naming
represents the amplitude of imposed acoustic forcing introduced in
Eq. (12): Ae5 for an amplitude of a � 6 × 10−5, and Ae4
for a � 6 × 10−4.

III. Results of Direct Numerical Simulations

A. Roughness-Induced Base Flow Modifications

To study the effect of the different roughness elements on
transition, it needs to be understood how the different roughness
elements affect the base flow. In this section, the roughness-induced
base flowmodifications that can influence the transition behavior are
discussed.

1. Shear Layers and Recirculation Regions

Figure 4 shows how the roughness shape, height, and planform
change the shear layers around and behind the roughness element,
using contours of wall-normal shear ∂u∕∂y in the left-hand figures
and shear magnitude us, defined as

us ≔

������������������������������������
∂u
∂y

�
2

�
�
∂u
∂z

�
2

s
(16)

in the right-hand figures. Since it is the shear layers that can support
the growth of convective instabilities, it is the difference in shear-
layer structure and strength that is expected to yield the difference of
transition behavior. The recirculation regions around the roughness
elements are indicated in Fig. 4 using dashed contour lines of small
negative velocity (i.e., u � −1 × 10−5), and the length of these
separated regions is summarized in Table 3.
Figures 4a and 4c show the shear layers around the smooth bump

and cylindrical flat-top roughness elements, respectively. At the
roughness centerline (left-hand figures), the recirculation region
upstream of the flat top is larger, whereas the recirculation region
downstream is of the same length. Also, the value of the wall-normal
shear stress downstream of the roughness element (e.g., at x � 80) is

similar between the smooth bump and flat top, albeit thinner and
further away from the wall behind the flat top. From the right-hand
figures, the structure of the detached shear layer behind the flat top
can be seen to be more curved and concentrated, and the high shear
regions can be seen close to thewall (at z ≈ 23 and z ≈ 25), generated
by streamwise vorticity, and are considerably weaker behind the
smooth bump.
The small flat-top roughness element (with k � 0.5) yields very

weak shear layers compared to the flat-top element with a height of
k � 1.0, as can be seen by comparing Figs. 4b and 4c (right-hand
figures). The strength and structure of the detached shear layer is
more similar to the smooth bump (with k � 1.0), shown in Fig. 4a;
therefore, the effect of these two roughness elements on the transition
behavior is expected to be similar.
The effect of the planform of the roughness element can be

observed by looking at Figs. 4c–4e, which show the shear layers for
the cylindrical, square, and diamond-shaped flat-top roughness
elements, respectively. From these figures, it can be seen that the
difference between the cylindrical and square roughness elements is
small, whereas the diamond-shaped flat top generates a slightly more
curved detached shear layer and stronger wall-normal shear at the
roughness centerline. The recirculation regions downstream of the
roughness elements can be seen to be highly dependent on the
roughness planform: the diamond-shaped roughness element has the
shortest recirculation region, followed by the cylindrical, and finally
the square flat-top roughness element. The separation lengths around
the cylindrical and square elements are, respectively, 42 and 87%
larger upstream and 15 and 37% larger downstream compared to the
diamond-shaped roughness element.
The effect of ramping up or down the roughness element is shown

by Figs. 4f and 4g,which should be comparedwith the square flat-top
case of Fig. 4d. It can be seen that ramping up does not greatlymodify
the shear layers downstream. The strength and wall-normal location
of the wall-normal shear at the centerline are roughly the same,
although the shear regions offcenter and near the wall are slightly
weaker. The recirculation region downstream of the rampup element
is slightly larger, whereas upstream, no recirculation region is present
due to the more gentle change in geometry.
In the case of the rampdown element, the flow upstream of the

roughness behaves the same as the square flat-top element, whereas
a large effect downstream can be observed. The downstream
recirculation region has disappeared completely, which allows the
detached shear layer to spread out and be brought closer to the wall,
resulting in lower levels of wall-normal shear. The offcenter near-
wall high-shear regions do not seem to be affected by ramping up or
down, which would indicate that the streamwise vorticity generated
by the roughness element is not weakened by the ramped-down aft
section of the roughness element.
The effect of the roughness width or aspect ratio can be seen in

Fig. 4h, which shows the case withW � 3.0 and can be compared to
the square flat-top element withW � 6.0 in Fig. 4d. The shear layer
downstream of the narrower roughness element is stronger and more
concentrated. The recirculation regions around theW � 3.0 element

Table 2 Details of the computational cases in the current work

Roughness element

Case Shape Planform k Tw∕T∞ Amplitude a

Smooth bump 1.0 7.02 6 × 10−5

Smooth bump 1.0 7.02 6 × 10−4

Flat top 1.0 7.02 6 × 10−5

Flat top 1.0 7.02 6 × 10−4

Flat top 1.0 7.02 6 × 10−5

Flat top 1.0 7.02 6 × 10−5

Flat top 0.5 7.02 6 × 10−5

Rampup 1.0 7.02 6 × 10−5

Rampdown 1.0 7.02 6 × 10−5

Flat top (W � 3.0) 1.0 7.02 6 × 10−5

Table 3 Lengths of the separated regions upstream and
downstream of the roughness elements

Case Lup
sep Ldown

sep

2.7 11.2

4.4 11.3

5.8 13.4

3.1 9.8

1.7 4.8

— 14.6

5.8 —

3.3 5.7
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are approximately 43% (upstream) and 57% (downstream) shorter
than those around the flat top withW � 6.0.

2. Vortical Structures

The vortical flow structures generated around the roughness
elements are shown in Fig. 5, visualized by isosurfaces of the second
invariant of the velocity gradient tensor (i.e., the Q criterion [27])
defined for compressible flow as

Q � 1

2

��
∂ui
∂xi

�
2

−
∂ui
∂xj

∂uj
∂xi

�
(17)

and colored by the local streamwise velocity. The recirculation
regions are shown using black isosurfaces, which give a better
understanding of the three-dimensional shape of the separation
around the roughness elements.
From Fig. 5a, it can be seen that the smooth bump does not

produce strong vortical structures downstream of the roughness.
This is consistent with the relatively low spanwise shear stress in its
wake, as observed in the previous section. A relatively large
high-speed structure can be seen on top of the smooth bump,
but this does not seem to have much influence on the downstream
flow structures. The flow around the small roughness element of

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)
Fig. 4 Wall-normal shear ∂u∕∂y at the domain centerline (left); shear magnitude us at x � 85.0 (right).
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case is very similar to the smooth bump case, as shown
in Fig. 5b.
The planform does not seem to have a dramatic effect on the

structures around the flat-top roughness elements, as shown in
Figs. 5c–5e. Upstream of the roughness, a low-speed horseshoe
vortex can be seen to wrap itself around the elements. Stronger
vortices are generated at the aft section of the elements in a high-
speed flow region. These structures initially follow the shape of the
downstream recirculation regions and become aligned in the
streamwise direction further downstream. Because of the much
narrower recirculation region behind the diamond-shaped roughness
elements, this pair of streamwise-aligned vortices are located closer
together than in the case of the cylindrical or square flat-top
roughness element. The high-speed rollers generated on top, shown
in Figs. 5c–5e, have a shape that is platform dependent, but this
structure does not seem to have an effect on the downstream flow
structures.
In the case of the rampup element, shown in Fig. 5f, no horseshoe

vortex is generated. Similar to the flat-top element without a ramp,
a strong streamwise-aligned vortex pair is generated downstream
with a similar strength and spanwise position. Therefore, the flow
structures downstream do not seem to be affected very much by the
upstream rampup, and it is mainly the geometry of the roughness aft
section that governs the flow structures in the roughness wake. This
is confirmed by looking at the rampdown element in Fig. 5g. The
flow structures at the front of the rampdown roughness (i.e.,
horseshoe vortex, high-speed roller on top) are almost identical to the
square flat-top element without a ramp, as shown in Fig. 5d.
However, the structures downstream of the rampdown are
considerably affected. The streamwise-aligned vortex pair seems to
be thinner and have a higher local streamwise velocity, indicating that
the streamwise velocity deficit behind the rampdown roughness

element is much lower than the flat-top element without a
downward ramp.

B. Roughness Effect on Transition

1. Prediction of Roughness-Induced Transition

Traditionally, a transition criterion based on roughness height has
been used to separate the transitional and nontransitional cases. One
of the most commonly used roughness-induced transition criteria is
the roughness Reynolds number Rekk [18] defined as

Rekk ≔
ukρkk

μk
(18)

where uk, ρk, and μk are, respectively, the streamwise velocity,
density, and dynamic viscosity at the location and height k of the
roughness in an unperturbed boundary layer. This approach does not
take into account the shape, planform, or background noise levels,
yielding a range of critical Reynolds numbers Rekk reported in the
literature. Variations of Rekk, where variables are taken at different
locations (either at thewall or the roughness height), are occasionally
used, such as

Rekw ≔
ukρkk

μw
(19)

[9], but neither of these solve the inherent limitations of this type of
transition criterion. More recently, Bernardini et al. [19] proposed a
new transition criterion based on momentum deficit due to the
roughness element ReQ defined as

Fig. 5 Top view of the vortical ow structures, visualized by isosurfaces of Q � 0.003.
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ReQ ≔
QS

−1∕2
yz

μw
(20)

forwhich they found the critical value for bypass transition to occur at
ReQ > 200 − 280 for a wide range of roughness shapes. In their
work, they imposed a single forcing field at the inlet (i.e., random
velocity fluctuations of a maximum of 0.5% of the freestream
velocity) and noted the potential dependency of the critical value of
ReQ on the type and level of the disturbance environment. In Eq. (20),

Q ≈ ρkkDukF�shape� (21)

is the estimated momentum deficit, where

F�shape� �
Z

1

0

ηw��η� dη (22)

with η � y∕k, and w��η� � w�y�∕D. In these equations, Syz is the
projected frontal area andD is the diameter of the roughness element.
Equation (20) can also be expressed as

ReQ � Rekw�D∕k�1∕2F�shape� (23)

which is the equation used to compute ReQ in the current work. This
criterion, being based on the (estimated) momentum deficit, takes
into account to some degree the frontal shape of the roughness
element.
The values of Rekk, Rekw, and ReQ for the cases currently under

investigation are given in Table 4. The values of Rekk and ReQ are
also placed in the transitionmaps in Fig. 6, proposed byRedford et al.
[7] and Bernardini et al. [19]. Note that the shaded regions in these
maps are the proposed supercritical regions; i.e., the cases that lie in
this region are expected to go through transition, whereas the others
do not. It can be seen that all cases, except the flat-top roughness
element with smaller height k � 0.5, are expected to trip the
boundary layer and induce transition.

2. Transition Onset Location

The location at which transition is said to occur is not
unambiguous. Different parameters can be looked at to determine the
location of the point where the transition process starts, such as the
boundary-layer intermittency or the skin-friction coefficient cf. It is
commonly said that an abrupt rise in skin friction signifies the start of
the transition from a laminar to a turbulent boundary layer. However,
how to quantify this rise and how to set an appropriate threshold is not
straightforward, and changing these parameters could result in
significantly different computed transition onset locations.
In the currentwork, the transition onset location xtr is defined as the

first streamwise coordinate downstream of the roughness element
such that the rate of increase of the skin-friction coefficient,
c 0f�x� � d�cf�∕dx, is larger than (or equal to) 2% of the value of the
local skin-friction coefficient cf�x�, i.e.,

xtr ≔ x

���� c
0
f�x�
cf�x�

≥ 0.02 (24)

for which the values are computed at the roughness centerline. This
definition is chosen because it consistently gives a reasonable
estimate for the start of the skin-friction rise, determined visually by

a) Redford et al. [7] b) Bernardini et al. [19]

Fig. 6 Transition maps proposed by Redford et al. [7] and Bernardini et al. [19]. Symbols as per Table 2.

Table 4 Computed transition Reynolds numbers Rekk,
Rekw, and ReQ of the computational cases and geometric
parameters of the roughness elements in the current work

Case Rekk Rekw ReQ

984 728 618

984 728 793

984 728 793

984 728 758

127 119 135

984 728 793

984 728 793

984 728 516

Fig. 7 Skin-friction coefficient along the domain centerline. Line symbols as per Table 2.
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the skin-friction plots in this section. This criterion does break down
near the edges of flow reversal regions, where cf � 0, however.
The skin-friction coefficient along the domain centerline is plotted

in Fig. 7 for all cases with low (quiet) freestream disturbances (cases
Ae5). The dashed line in this figure shows the skin friction for a flat
plate without a roughness element, and the filled diamond symbols
indicate the transition onset location detected by the criterion in
Eq. (24). It should be noted that the results shown in this section are
time-averaged results with an averaging period equal to the imposed
freestream forcing period. From Fig. 7, it can be seen that only
cases , , , , and

trigger a clear transition to turbulence, whereas cases
, , and remain laminar within

the computational domain. This is unexpected, since only roughness
with k � 0.5 (case ) would be laminar according to the
predictions based on Rekk, Rekw, and ReQ.
Avisual impression of the transition process and the breakdown of

the roughness wake can be seen in Fig. 8, which shows isosurfaces of
Q � 0.005 colored by the local streamwise velocity for case

.Near x ≈ 160, hairpinlike vortices can be seen to form in
thewake of the roughness element, which are quickly followed by the
generation of a turbulent wedge starting from x ≈ 190. By
comparisonwith Fig. 7, it can be observed that this point corresponds
to the location at which the skin-friction rise occurs, and thus the
computed transition onset location.
For the cases that go through transition, the transition onset

location lies at approximately xtr � 180 − 215, corresponding to
127 − 162 inflow displacement thicknesses downstream of the
roughness. The computed transition onset locations for all cases are
summarized in Table 5. The diamond-shaped roughness element
seems to be the planform shape that is the most effective at inducing
early transition, followed by the cylindrical and square flat-top
elements. It is interesting to note that, between these three cases, the
case with the smallest aft recirculation region has the earliest
transition point, whereas the case with the largest aft recirculation
region has the transition onset point furthest downstream. The aspect
ratio does not seem to have a large effect on transition, since the
difference between transition onset locations of cases
and is Δxtr ≈ 3.3. This is a very small difference,
considering themethod used for the transition detection. Ramping up
the square flat-top roughness element (i.e., as in case )
does not seem to promote earlier transition but shows a

small transition delay. However, even though the roughness element
in case is ramped up, the recirculation region upstream
of the square flat top acts as an effective ramp. The recirculation
actually has a steeper effective ramp angle, as can be deduced from
Fig. 4. Therefore, a ramped-up roughness elementmight still bemore
effective at promoting transition, but the effect would be very
dependent on the actual shape and angle of the ramp.
As mentioned before, the smooth bump and rampdown roughness

elements were not expected to remain laminar. Even though the
smooth bump has the same height and frontal projected area as the
flat-top roughness elements, the less abrupt change in geometry and
the absence of large recirculation regions yields a less unstable
roughness wake and early transition is not induced. This seems in
slight contradiction to the Mach 6 smooth bump simulations of
Redford et al. [7], who did see transition at a comparable Reynolds
number. However, the acoustic disturbances they introduced in the
freestreamhad an amplitude approximately 26 times larger than those
in the current work. Since they also found a slight dependency of the
transition onset location on the disturbance amplitude, the smooth
bump in the current work might still induce transition within the
computational domain in the presence of disturbances with higher
amplitude. The effect of the freestream disturbance environment is
investigated in the next section.
Especially, the aft part of the roughness seems to be of great

importance, demonstrated by the rampdown case. The frontal
profiles and the flow around the front part of the rampdown and
square flat-top roughness elements are the same, as demonstrated by
Figs. 4 and 5. However, the rampdown at the aft section promotes
attached flow and allows for the detached shear layer to spread and
weaken, resulting in very different behavior of the roughness wake
and subsequent transition. This observation suggests that the
streamwise profile and, in particular, the geometry of the aft section
are of significant importance in the prediction of roughness-induced
transition. However, this characteristic is not taken into consideration
in any of the commonly used engineering correlations.

3. Freestream Disturbance Environment

So far, the effect of the freestream disturbance environment has not
been discussed. Cases and have,
respectively, a smooth bump and a cylindrical flat-top roughness
element, but they have higher-amplitude disturbances imposed in the
freestream, i.e., a noisier freestream. The amplitude in these cases is
one order of magnitude greater than the reference cases
and .
By increasing the disturbance level in the freestream, the smooth

bump does start transition near the end of the numerical domain, as
can be seen in Fig. 9a. In the case of the flat-top roughness element,
the transition onset location moves forward approximately 45 inflow
displacement thicknesses to xtr � 142.1. The amplitude of the
disturbances in the noisy cases is still small enough to yield initially
linear disturbances. The receptivity process is also linear, such that an
increase of disturbance amplitude in the freestream of one order of
magnitude translates into an increase of disturbance amplitude in the
boundary layer of one order magnitude larger. This can be seen in
Fig. 9b, which shows the disturbance energy, defined as

e � u 0u 0 � v 0v 0 �w 0w 0 (25)

integrated over the boundary-layer 99% thickness, evaluated at the
roughness centerline. Figure 9b shows that the boundary-layer

Fig. 8 Top view of the breakdown into a turbulent wedge for case , shown by isosurfaces ofQ � 0.005 using the local streamwise velocity.

Table 5 Computed transition onset location xtr, maximum
streak amplitude Amax

st , and growth rate σ downstream of the
roughness elements

Case xtr Amax
st σ100<x<140

— 0.315 0.045

267.3 0.314 0.043

187.4 0.585 0.111

142.1 0.575 0.108

201.1 0.546 0.101

179.9 0.561 0.106

— 0.225 0.045

215.6 0.548 0.092

— 0.437 0.048

204.4 0.474 0.071
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disturbances grow exponentially and their growth rate is not greatly
dependent on the freestream disturbance environment. The growth of
instabilities is, however, very dependent on the roughness element, as
the wake generated by the flat-top roughness element is clearly more
unstable than the wake behind the smooth bump. After the region of
exponential disturbance growth, the disturbance energy can be seen
to reach a saturation limit for the cases going through transition. This
saturation signifies the occurrence of nonlinear interactions [15],
which precede the breakdown to turbulence. It can thus be said that
the transition onset location is shifted forward due to the linear
receptivity process, and not due to a structurally modified transition
process.

C. Roughness Wake Instability

To develop better predictions of roughness-induced transition, the
mechanisms governing the transition need to be better understood. A
mechanism-based approach would need to take into account the
freestream flow conditions, disturbance environment, and roughness
shape. Since it has been shown here that the streamwise roughness
profile and, in particular, the aft section can have a large influence on
the transition process, the full three-dimensional roughness shape
needs to be considered, which is a characteristic not regarded in the
commonly used transition prediction correlations. In this section, the
correlation of the instability growth rate with several measures of the
liftup effect due to the roughness elements is considered.

1. Instability Growth Rate

Table 5 lists the exponential growth rates σ of the integrated
disturbance energy I e. It should be noted that the computation of the
growth rate is sensitive to the choice of evaluation location. The
growth rate σ in Table 5 is computed as the average growth rate in the
range 100 < x < 140 in order to minimize this uncertainty. Since the
growth rate is computed from the integrated disturbance energy, it
encompasses the growth of all the instability modes present in the
wake. No differentiation is made here between the different
instability mode types, like sinuous and varicose modes, as was done
in work by De Tullio and Sandham [10]. Although the growth rate of

the individual modes may vary significantly along the wake, the
methodology employed here ensures that the growth rate of the most
unstable mode is captured at each location.
It can be seen that the growth rates in Table 5 are highly dependent

on the type of roughness element, and that even roughness elements
with the same frontal profile (and thus the same values ofRekk,Rekw,
and ReQ) can have significantly different growth rates. These
roughness Reynolds numbers have been able to separate laminar and
turbulent cases for simplified roughness geometries with various
degrees of success, but they have a very limited applicability for
general, fully three-dimensional roughness shapes and cannot be
used to predict the wake instability or subsequent location of
transition. This is also evidenced by Fig. 10, which shows the inverse
of the transition length againstReQ and gives no clear indication of a
useful correlation between the two.

2. Prediction of Growth Rate and Transition

An important step in the development of a better roughness-
induced transition prediction tool would be if a relation could be
found between the disturbance growth rate and amacroscopic feature
of the roughness element or the flow in the vicinity of the roughness.
All the empirical roughness Reynolds numbers fail this test, since it
has been shown that cases with the same values of Rekk, Rekw, and
ReQ can have entirely different instability growth rates and transition
onset locations.
If a transient growth scenario is considered as the initial

mechanism behind the transition induced by a three-dimensional
isolated roughness element, a relation between the disturbance
growth rate and transient growth characteristics is expected. Counter-
rotating vortices generated behind the roughness element transport
low-momentum fluid away from the wall at the center and high-
momentum fluid toward the wall at the sides of the roughness
wake. This liftup mechanism, proposed by Landahl [28], generates
streamwise streaks that initially grow algebraically in strength
followed by a slow decay due to viscous dissipation. This process
is transient growth, and it has been studied extensively in the
context of optimal growth and bypass transition, as reviewed by
Reshotko [29].
The generation of low- and high-momentum streaks has been

observed behind the roughness elements for all the cases presented in
the current work. Figure 11a shows the exponential disturbance
growth rate plotted against the peak streamwise vorticity downstream
of the roughness center, and it shows that stronger streamwise
vorticity generated by the roughness element leads to a stronger liftup
effect and, subsequently, a larger disturbance growth rate. The
horizontal line separating the shaded region in this figure indicates
the linear growth rate for a flat-plate boundary layer without a
roughness element. The effect of counter-rotating streamwise
vortices on liftup is clearly dependent on the vorticity magnitude, but
it may also depend on the distance between the vortices, which is
linked to the roughness element width. In contrast, the amplitude of
the streak results directly from the liftup mechanism, and therefore is
ametric thatmight give a trend independent of the roughness element
geometry.

a) Skin-friction coefficient b) Integrated disturbance energy

Fig. 9 Eect of freestream disturbance level on skin friction and disturbance energy (solid: quiet; dashed: noisy).

Fig. 10 Inverse of the transition onset location plotted against the
Reynolds number based on momentum deficit ReQ. Symbols as per
Table 2.
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The amplitude of a streakmay be defined, using the formulation of
Andersson et al. [30], as

Ast �
1

2
�max
y;z
fu − ubg −min

y;z
fu − ubg� (26)

where ub is the undisturbed laminar base flow. Andersson et al. [30]
investigated secondary instabilities of streaks in an incompressible
boundary layer and found that streak instability occurs above a
critical streak amplitude. They also showed a direct relationship
between streak amplitude and growth rate of the streak instabilities
(with a nonzero streamwise wave number). Table 5 lists the
maximum streak amplitudes that are reached behind the roughness
elements for all cases, and the computed growth rates are plotted
against these values in Fig. 11b. From this figure, it is clear that a
direct relationship betweenmaximum streak amplitude and averaged
growth rate σ can be observed, and that this correlation (at streak
amplitudes greater than 0.4) seems to be stronger than the trend
between the streamwise vorticity and growth rate. A linear regression
line of the data points with Ast > 0.4 is plotted in Fig. 11b, and it is
defined as

σ � 0.416Amax
st − 0.130 (27)

A minor dependency of the peak streak amplitude on the
freestream disturbance level is apparent in Table 5 for cases

and . It can be observed that the disturbance
energy for noisy case reaches relatively high levels [i.e.,
O�1%�] at the location of peak streak amplitude in corresponding
quiet case . Nonlinearities arise at these high levels and
cause the streak to break down before the peak streak amplitude,
obtained in the quiet case, is reached.
It should be noted that a consistent relation between the peak streak

amplitude or growth rate and the transition onset location is not
always found. In the near field of certain roughness elements, the
disturbance levels might bemore amplified, resulting in higher levels
of disturbance energy and earlier transition onset, even if the
exponential growth rate of the wake instabilities is slightly lower.
This occurs for case , and it explainswhy this case has the
earliest transition onset location but not the highest peak streak
amplitude or disturbance growth rate.
If the trend between peak streak amplitude and average growth

rate holds for a large range of roughness shapes and freestream
parameters, the exponential growth rate downstreamof the roughness
element could be predicted by accurately determining the base flow
and the resulting streak amplitude. The transition onset location
would then be able to be predicted using anN-factor-type estimation,
similar to the N-factor prediction of boundary-layer transition
based on stability analysis, e.g., biglobal stability or analysis of the
parabolized stability equations. An accurate description of
this relation would then provide a mechanism-based prediction of
roughness-induced transition without the need for stability analysis.
The method proposed here gives an estimation of the average growth
rate and does not predict variations in the streamwise direction,which
can be estimated using stability analysis. Since this method requires

the streak amplitude, and thus the computation of the base flow near
the roughness element, it would not be an a priori tool based only on
the characteristics of the roughness element and the incoming
boundary layer.

IV. Conclusions

Direct numerical simulations of Mach 6 flow over isolated
roughness elements have been performed. A large variety of
roughness shapes have been investigated, including a smooth bump,
aswell as cylindrical, square, diamond-shaped, and ramped-up/down
roughness elements. It has been found that both the frontal profile and
streamwise profile (in particular, the aft section of the roughness
element) can greatly affect the growth of instabilities and, sub-
sequently, the location of transition. The significance of the
streamwise roughness profile on the transition onset is of great
importance, since it is a characteristic that is not taken into account in
any of the commonly used engineering correlations. The roughness
element planform has been found to have a small influence on the
transition onset location, with a diamond-shaped element being the
most effective at inducing transition, followed by a cylindrical and
square roughness element. A noisier acoustic disturbance envi-
ronment is shown to bring transition forward due to a linear
receptivity mechanism for the disturbance levels considered here.
The generation of streamwise streaks is observed behind the
roughness elements, and a direct relation between the maximum
streak amplitude and exponential growth rate of instabilities in the
roughness wake is found. This provides a step toward a mechanism-
based approach to roughness-induced transition prediction based on
simulation of the local flow coupled to a stability analysis.
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